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Abstract

The material behavior of ligament is determined by its constituents, their organization and their interaction with each other. To

elucidate the origins of the multiaxial material behavior of ligaments, we investigated ligament response to shear loading under both

quasi-static and rate-dependent loading conditions. Stress relaxation tests demonstrated that the tissue was highly viscoelastic in

shear, with peak loads dropping over 40% during 30min of stress relaxation. The stress relaxation response was unaffected by three

decades of change in shear strain rate (1.3, 13 and 130%/s). A novel parameter estimation technique was developed to determine

material coefficients that best described the experimental response of each test specimen to shear. The experimentally measured

clamp displacements and reaction forces from the simple shear tests were used with a nonlinear optimization strategy based around

function evaluations from a finite element program. A transversely isotropic material with an exponential matrix strain energy

provided an excellent fit to experimental load–displacement curves. The shear modulus of human MCL showed a significant increase

with increasing shear strain (po0:001), reaching a maximum of 1.7270.4871MPa. The results obtained from this study suggest that

viscoelasticity in shear does not likely result from fluid flow. Gradual loading of transversely oriented microstructural features such

as intermolecular collagen crosslinks or collagen-proteoglycan crosslinking may be responsible for the stiffening response under

shear loading. r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The contribution of a ligament to joint stability is
determined by geometry, shape of the articulating joint
surfaces, location and type of insertions to bone, in situ
strains and material properties. The structural response
of normal ligament is highly dependent on its material
properties, and injury and subsequent healing alter
material properties. A quantitative description of
changes in ligament material properties following injury,
during healing, or in response to specific treatment
regimens can be obtained via constitutive models.
Appropriate models can also elucidate structure–func-
tion relations and quantify the relative importance of
different microstructural features such as collagen
properties, crosslinking and rate-dependence through
solid or fluid phase viscoelasticity. Additionally, con-

stitutive models can be used in conjunction with
techniques such as the finite element (FE) method to
predict normal and pathologic joint function, examine
injury mechanisms, and study surgical repair and
reconstruction.

The distribution of stress and strain in knee ligaments
is highly inhomogeneous under in vivo loading condi-
tions (Gardiner et al., 2001; Hollis et al., 1991; Hull et al.,
1996; Livesay et al., 1995, 1997; Markolf et al., 1993;
Pfaeffle et al., 2000; Wang et al., 1973; Warren et al.,
1974). Thus a three-dimensional constitutive framework
is necessary for accurate stress predictions. Transverse
isotropy has been used successfully to describe ligament
material symmetry (Hannafin and Arnoczky, 1994;
Hirokawa and Tsuruno, 2000; Hurschler et al., 1997;
Kohles et al., 1997; Lanir, 1980; Puso and Weiss, 1998;
Simbeya et al., 1992; Weiss et al., 1996). The physical
interpretation of transversely isotropic symmetry is that
of a matrix reinforced with a single fiber family. The
material behavior arises from matrix properties, fiber–
matrix interactions and fiber–fiber interactions. Thus a
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single uniaxial test is insufficient to characterize the
three-dimensional material behavior of ligaments. To-
gether, these observations demonstrate that experimen-
tal data on the multiaxial quasi-static and viscoelastic
material properties of the tissue are necessary for
accurate representation of ligament mechanics.

The resistance of ligament to shear loading controls
load transfer between different parts of the tissue. When
a transversely isotropic material is subjected to simple
shear loading parallel to the fiber direction, the fibers
will not strain and the resistance will be governed by the
matrix behavior and fiber–fiber interactions (Gardiner
and Weiss, 2001). In the case of ligament, this eliminates
the normally dominant tensile material behavior of
collagen from the tissue response and thus allows
information to be obtained regarding the status of
microstructural features of the tissue such as collagen
crosslinking.

The overall objective of this study was to characterize
the material response of ligament to simple shear
loading. The medial collateral ligament (MCL) was
chosen for study because it is one of the most frequently
injured ligaments in the knee (Fetto and Marshall, 1978;
Miyasaka et al., 1991), it plays a critical role in valgus
and anterior–posterior knee stability and it provides an
ideal ligamentous structure for multiaxial materials
characterization because of its relative planar geometry.
Simple shear deformation causes minimal change in
volume (Gardiner and Weiss, 2001), and fluid flow is
likely to be responsible for at least part of the rate-
dependent behavior of ligaments. Thus it was hypothe-
sized that the viscoelastic response of the human MCL
to shear would exhibit minimal rate-dependence. We
further hypothesized that the shear modulus along the
direction of the collagen fibers would stiffen with
increasing shear strain due to gradual recruitment of
crosslinks between collagen fibers. To test this hypoth-
esis, a novel and robust method was developed to
estimate material parameters for a transversely isotropic
hyperelastic constitutive model using experimental data
from tests and simulation data from FE analysis.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Specimen preparation

Five human cadaveric MCLs were tested in shear
(55716 years, 4 males, 1 female). The MCL is a large,
relatively thin, broad ligament that can be visualized
without dissection of the joint capsule. Rectangular
specimens were harvested from the anterior region of the
human MCL, just distal to the medial meniscus, using a
10� 25 mm hardened steel punch. This location was
chosen because it was most uniform in thickness, fiber
orientation and color between specimens (Quapp and

Weiss, 1998). Specimen dimensions and loading condi-
tions were chosen based on a previous FE parameter
study that assessed the sensitivity of the strain field to
changes in specimen aspect ratio (Gardiner and Weiss,
2001).

2.2. Material testing

Specimens were mounted in a set of custom clamps on
a material testing machine (MTS, Eden Prairie, MN)
with the fiber direction oriented vertically and subjected
to a finite strain simple shear deformation (Fig. 1). The
initial width, height and thickness of each specimen were
measured three times with digital calipers, and averages
were used in all calculations that required these
dimensions. Measurements were taken with the aid of
a lighted magnification lens and caliper jaws were closed
slowly until no light could be seen passing between the
tissue and the caliper jaws. Clamp screws were tightened
uniformly. Our previous work demonstrated that
clamping prestrain has a negligible effect on the
predicted strain distribution in the test specimen
(Gardiner and Weiss, 2001). Testing was performed at
room temperature and specimens were kept continu-
ously moist with 0.9% normal saline during the entire
test sequence. Specimens were allowed to equilibrate in a
stress-free configuration for 30 min before the testing
sequence. A sawtooth displacement profile was then
applied at a shear strain rate of 1.3%/s, with a shear
strain amplitude of tanðyÞ ¼ 0:4 for 10 cycles based on
the measured width of each specimen (Fig. 2A). This
amplitude was chosen based on pilot testing to
determine the maximum shear strain that could be
consistently applied without damage to the specimen as
indicated by a drop in load during application of shear
strain. Clamp reaction force (measured with a 10 N load

Fig. 1. MCL test sample mounted for simple shear testing in custom

clamps.
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cell, Transducer Techniques, Temecula, CA) and cross-
head displacement were continuously recorded during
testing. Global applied shear strain was computed using
the specimen initial dimensions and crosshead displace-
ment measurements. The clamp reaction force and
global applied shear strain from the loading portion of
the 10th cycle were used for the parameter estimation
studies described below.

Following cyclic testing and a subsequent 30 min
recovery period, consecutive stress relaxation tests were
performed at three different strain rates (1.3, 13, and
130 %/s) with a strain amplitude of tanðyÞ ¼ 0:4: For

each strain rate, the specimen was allowed to stress-relax
for 30 min, followed by a 30-min recovery period. The
relaxation time was based on preliminary testing that
showed no measurable change in the force after 30 min.
During three pilot tests, the stress relaxation test at a
strain rate of 1.3%/s was repeated and the response was
unaffected by the intervening tests at 13 and 130%/s,
demonstrating that damage and preconditioning did not
affect the results due to the order of testing. An effective
shear stress was defined as the clamp reaction force
divided by the sample cross-sectional area. The peak
and equilibrium effective shear stresses for the static
stress relaxation tests were calculated from the data for
each of the three strain rates.

2.3. Constitutive model

For material parameter estimation, the ligament was
represented as a fiber-reinforced composite with trans-
versely isotropic material symmetry using a hyperelastic
strain energy that uncoupled deviatoric and dilational
behavior (Weiss et al., 1996):

W ¼ F1ð *I1; *I2Þ þ F2ð*lÞ þ UðJÞ ð1Þ

The functions F1 and F2 represent the matrix and fiber
family strain energies, respectively, and together they
compose the entire deviatoric response of the material.
*I1 and *I2 are the deviatoric invariants of the right
deformation tensor, and *l is the deviatoric local fiber
stretch. UðJÞ governed the dilational response of the
material:

UðJÞ ¼
K

2
lnðJÞ2; ð2Þ

where J is the volume ratio and K represents the
effective bulk modulus of the material. An uncoupled
deviatoric/dilational constitutive formulation has nu-
merical advantages for simulating nearly incompressible
material behavior with the FE method (Weiss et al.,
1996), and the formulation is identical to the fully
coupled strain energy in the limit of incompressibility or
for an isochoric deformation (J ¼ 1 for both cases).

The experimental data demonstrated stiffening beha-
vior for the clamp force vs. clamp displacement (Fig. 4).
Since there should be minimal stretch along the fiber
direction for simple shear, this stiffening behavior must
be due to contributions from the matrix response, the
fiber–matrix response, or fiber–fiber interactions. It was
assumed that this stiffening behavior was due to the
matrix strain energy, F1: After testing several forms for
F1; a form introduced by Veronda and Westmann
(Veronda and Westmann, 1970) was adopted:

F1 ¼ C1½expðC2ð *I1 � 3ÞÞ � 1� �
C1C2

2
ð *I2 � 3Þ: ð3Þ

This strain energy is convex and exhibits physically
reasonable behavior under tension, compression and

X-Y Positioning Table

X

Y

 θ θ

Applied
displacement

Test sample

Fixed
Clamp

Moving
Clamp

Applied
Displacement

Initial Width3 mm 3 mm

Initial
HeightClamp Clamp

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (A) Schematic of test configuration. One of the clamps was

mounted to an X–Y positioning table to facilitate alignment, while the

other clamp was attached to a moving crosshead. The test sample was

oriented so that the fibers were aligned with the vertical movement axis

of the test machine. (B) FE mesh and boundary conditions used in the

parameter optimization studies. Three millimeters of the specimen

were simulated as clamped. The left clamped section was fixed on the

surfaces, while the right clamped section was prescribed displacements

corresponding to the experimentally measured crosshead displacement.

Test specimen dimensions were assigned using specimen-specific

experimental measurements for each simulation.
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shear. F2 was defined as per our previous studies
(Gardiner and Weiss, 2001; Quapp and Weiss, 1998):

*l
qF2

ql
¼ 0; *lo1;

*l
qF2

ql
¼ C3½expðC4ð*l� 1ÞÞ � 1�; 1o*lol	; ð4Þ

*l
qF2

ql
¼ C5

*lþ C6; *lXl	:

The fiber stress is exponentially stiffening up to a level of
fiber stretch l	; after which the fiber stress–strain
behavior is linear. The values for the fiber family
material coefficients, C3 � C5; were taken from our
previous work (C3 ¼ 2:45; C4 ¼ 30:6; C5 ¼ 323:7
(Quapp and Weiss, 1998)), and C6 followed from the
condition that the stress must be at least C0 continuous
at l ¼ l	:

The bulk modulus for each sample was chosen so that
the ratio of initial bulk modulus to initial shear modulus
was 1000:1. Using the forms for F1 and F2 specified
above, the Cauchy shear stress T12 can be expressed in
terms of the shear strain k ¼ tanðyÞ for a simple shear
test as

T12 ¼ C1C2ð2 expðC2kÞ � 1ÞK : ð5Þ

Note that the shear modulus is C1C2ð2 expðC2kÞÞ:
When k ¼ tanðyÞ ¼ 0; the shear modulus is C1C2; and
thus the bulk modulus K was chosen so that:

K

C1C2
¼ 1000: ð6Þ

The true bulk behavior of the tissue was unknown
and unavailable in the literature; the chosen ratio
provided nearly incompressible material behavior (Simo
and Hughes, 1998). It was demonstrated previously that
the initial bulk modulus had very little effect on the
predicted response of ligament to finite shear because
the deformation remained nearly isochoric regardless of
the choice of K (Gardiner and Weiss, 2001).

2.4. Parameter estimation technique

To circumvent the difficulty of inhomogeneous
deformation during shear loading, a parameter estima-
tion technique was developed and used in conjunction
with the FE method to determine the material coeffi-
cients that best predicted the experimental response of
each test specimen to shear. The loading portion of the
10th cycle of each experiment was simulated using the
FE method and material coefficients were iteratively
adjusted to match experimentally observed behavior. FE
models were constructed for each test specimen using
specimen-specific measurements of width, height and
thickness. The thickness was assumed to be spatially
homogeneous based on pilot work that demonstrated
spatial variations in thickness of o0.1 mm. The FE

mesh topology was refined via a convergence study to
ensure sufficient mesh density. The final mesh consisted
of 7072 hexahedral elements. Boundary conditions were
applied through the nodes that were in contact with the
clamps (Fig. 2B). The tissue extended 3mm into each
clamp and was assumed to be perfectly bonded to the
clamp. Experimental loading was simulated by prescrib-
ing a translation along the y-axis to nodes contacting the
right clamped surfaces to induce a shear of tanðyÞ ¼ 0:4:
To simulate experimental conditions, the clamped
surfaces were constrained along the x-axis during
application of shear strain.

A nonlinear optimization program was written to
minimize the sum of squares difference between the
experimental force–displacement behavior and the pre-
dicted response from the corresponding FE model for
each specimen (Fig. 3). Starting values were chosen for
material parameters C1 and C2 characterizing the
matrix, and these were iteratively improved using a
sequential quadratic programming method in the NAG
Fortran77 Library routine E04UNF (Numerical Algo-
rithms Group, Oxford, England). The NAG routine
minimized a smooth objective function subject to a set
of constraints on the variables. The objective function
F ðxÞ had the form:

F ðxÞ ¼
1

2

Xm

i¼1

ðyi � f ðxiÞÞ
2: ð7Þ

Here, the yi were the experimentally measured values for
clamp reaction force evaluated at m displacement levels

Nonlinear Optimization Program

Converged? Optimized Material Coeffs

NIKE3D

Evaluate Objective Function

New Estimates
for Material Coefficients

YES

NO

FEA
Force vs. Shear

Exp.
Force vs. Shear

START

FINISH

Current Estimates,
Material Coeffs

Initial Guesses,
Material Coeffs

Fig. 3. Diagram of the procedure used for material parameter

optimization. The experimentally measured data for movement of

the right clamp were used to drive the movement of the simulated FE

model on a specimen-specific basis. Using initial guesses for the

material parameters C1 and C2; the FE model was analyzed to

determine the predicted clamp reaction force. This was compared to

the experimental reaction force as a function of shear strain level using

a nonlinear least squares approach. The material coefficients were

iteratively adjusted so that the FE predictions matched the experi-

mental data.
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and the f ðxiÞ were the corresponding predicted values
from the nonlinear FE analysis. The NAG subroutine
incorporated an augmented Lagrangian merit function
and a quasi-Newton approximation to the Hessian
(matrix of second partial derivatives). The nonlinear FE
program NIKE3D was used to generate the predicted
response to finite simple shear (Maker et al., 1990). The
entire process was implemented in a wrapper program
that repeatedly called the FE program with updated
material parameters. This program also performed
polynomial interpolation of the resulting force and
displacement values from the FE program, allowing the
FE program to automatically adjust the stepsize as
needed to maintain convergent behavior during the
incremental-iterative solution process. The effect of
starting values for the material parameters C1 and C2

was assessed for one of the five specimens used in the
parameter optimization runs. Data for this same speci-
men were used to assess the effect of the bulk:shear ratio
using ratios of 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000 as defined by
Eq. (6).

2.5. Statistical analysis

The effect of strain rate on effective shear stress and
the ratio of peak/equilibrium effective shear stress were
assessed using one-way ANOVAs with repeated mea-
sures. Shear modulus was computed as a function of
shear strain level for each specimen using Eq. (5) and the
effect of strain level on shear modulus was assessed
using a one-way ANOVA with repeated measures. Post-
hoc Tukey tests were performed between different levels
of a factor when significance was found for an ANOVA.
Significance was set at pp0:05 for all statistics.

3. Results

The average dimensions of the test specimens were
10.271.1 mm width, 10.270.1 mm height and 1.67
0.3 mm thickness. None of the samples showed signs of
tissue failure or slippage at the clamps at shear strain
levels of up to tanðyÞ ¼ 0:4 for either the cyclic or the
stress relaxation tests. Despite the large amount of shear
strain, the resulting stresses were o1 MPA. The effective
shear stress–strain relationship was highly nonlinear
(Fig. 4).

Stress relaxation testing demonstrated a large amount
of relaxation regardless of strain rate (Fig. 5). There was
no effect of strain rate on the peak stress (p ¼ 0:98) or
the ratio of the peak/equilibrium stress (p ¼ 0:445). For
each sample, the load–displacement curve from the
loading part of the stress relaxation test was nearly
identical for all three strain rates.

The nonlinear optimization program was successful in
minimizing the difference between experimental and FE

force–displacement data for all specimens using the
default convergence criteria in the NAG routine. The
optimization runs took 0.5–5.0 h on four processors of
an SGI Origin 2000 (R10000 processor) and each
optimization run required 60–200 executions of
NIKE3D. The fit of the experimental force–displace-
ment data to that predicted by parameter optimization
was excellent in all cases, as demonstrated by R2 values
that were always >0.995 (Table 1, column 5). There was
no effect of changes in the starting values for the two
material parameters on the resulting best-fit parameters
as determined by the nonlinear optimization program.

The magnitude of C1; which scales the matrix stress
response, demonstrated considerable variation between
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samples (Table 1, column 3). This reflects the variation
in force–displacement curves that were obtained during
experiments, as suggested by the error bars in Fig. 2. In
contrast, the coefficient C2 that controls the rate of rise
of exponential matrix stresses exhibited much less
variation (Table 1, column 4). Thus the general shape
of the response curve was consistent between samples.
Changes in the bulk:shear ratio resulted in small changes
in the material coefficients. A change of one order of
magnitude produced a 3% change in the optimal value
for C1 and a 5% change in the optimal value for C2:

There was a significant increase in shear modulus with
increasing levels of shear strain (po0:001). In particular,
Tukey tests demonstrated that the shear moduli at k ¼
0:1 (45.179.8 kPa), k ¼ 0:2 (157.6733.2 kPa) and k ¼
0:3 (516.97120.9 kPa) were all significantly different
than the shear modulus at k ¼ 0:4 (1696.27487.1 kPa).
There was no significant difference for comparisons at
shear strain levels of 0.1 vs. 0.2, 0.2 vs. 0.3 and 0.1 vs.
0.3.

4. Discussion

This study characterized the elastic and viscoelastic
response of the human MCL to simple shear loading
along the fiber direction to gain insight into structure–
function relationships in ligamentous tissue. A com-
bined experimental and computational procedure
yielded quantitative description of the material para-
meters. The shear stiffness of human MCL increased
dramatically with increasing shear strain, and the shape
of the curve and its magnitude were independent of
strain rate. Stress relaxation testing at three different
strain rates demonstrated that there was no significant
effect of strain rate on peak or equilibrium loading
values, yet a 40% reduction in peak load occurred
during relaxation at all strain rates tested.

These was a significant increase in shear modulus with
applied shear strain. This is in contrast to data from
transverse tensile testing of human MCL (Quapp and
Weiss, 1998), which demonstrated that the transverse
tensile stress–strain behavior is linear. This strongly
suggests that shearing causes microstructural change,
reorganization or gradual recruitment of a microstruc-
tural feature. An increase in shear modulus with applied
shear strain could be produced by fiber–fiber bonds with
linear stress–strain behavior under tension, and this
model would still provide a consistent description of the
transverse tensile behavior. Perhaps the most likely
candidate is intermolecular crosslinking. Both hydro-
xyproline crosslink density (Frank et al., 1995; Woo
et al., 1997) and hydroxypyridinium crosslink density
(Ng et al., 1996; Salehpour et al., 1995) are positively
correlated with modulus in ligaments and tendons.
Molecular crosslinking between collagen and proteogly-
cans could also be the cause of the stiffening behavior. It
has been demonstrated that the resistance of cartilage to
shear is highly dependent on the chemical status of
proteoglycans, and shear modulus is greatly reduced
when proteoglycans are degraded (Zhu et al., 1993). The
exact mechanism of stiffening in shear could be clarified
using selective chemical degradation to target specific
crosslink types.

A large amount of relaxation was observed during the
shear stress relaxation experiments. However, there was
little change in peak effective stress or the ratio of peak/
equilibrium effective stress with strain rate. This
suggests that the damping and stiffness associated with
viscoelasticity under shear are relatively constant over a
range of strain rates. Constant damping over a range of
frequencies has been observed in many soft tissues under
tensile loading, but most tissues exhibit at least a
moderate stiffening with increasing strain rate. When
ligament is subjected to tensile testing at different strain
rates, it exhibits some strain-rate dependence and less
drop in stress during relaxation as compared to the
shear loading (Danto and Woo, 1993). Thus, the
mechanism governing viscoelasticity under shear load-
ing may be fundamentally different than that governing
viscoelasticity under tensile loading. Since the finite
simple shear test configuration causes minimal volu-
metric change in the tissue, ligament viscoelastic
behavior under shear may depend more on solid phase
viscoelasticity rather than fluid flow. There is some
evidence that crosslink density influences the viscoelas-
ticity of healing ligament (Thornton et al., 2000), and
thus crosslinking may govern both the quasi-static and
viscoelastic response of ligament to shear.

There appears to be only one other report in the
literature that examined the experimental shear response
of ligament (Wilson et al., 1997). Incising the rabbit
MCL at two positions along the length of the ligament
on opposite sides and then testing the ligament in

Table 1

Optimized material coefficients for the matrix behavior of the MCL.

The coefficient scaling the stress response C1 demonstrated significant

variation between samples, while the coefficient controlling the rate of

stiffening C2 exhibited a smaller deviation. There was little effect of the

assumed bulk/shear ratio on the predicted material coefficients

Sample # Bulk/shear ratio C1 (Pa) C2 R2

1 1000 1059.7 11.08 0.999

2 1000 300.5 9.23 0.997

3 1000 1644.1 9.73 0.998

4 1000 697.7 11.37 0.995

5 1000 460.2 13.86 0.996

Mean7std 832.47536.2 11.0571.81

3 500 1625.6 9.81 0.999

3 2000 1652.0 9.70 0.998

3 5000 1675.0 9.63 0.998
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tension resulted in a combined state of tension and
shear. The test condition yielded a highly inhomoge-
neous deformation, and also included stretching along
the collagen fiber direction. The magnitude of the
resulting forces under shear in the present study is
much smaller than that of this previous study. This is
likely due to the fact that the tensile resistance of
collagen dominated the measured stresses in the
previous study.

The parameter estimation technique provided a
robust means to fit the experimental load–displacement
behavior to specimen-specific FE models. In this case,
an exponential function was chosen for the matrix and
material coefficients C1 and C2 were determined using
the iterative technique. It is worth noting that as values
of C1 became small during the parameter estimation
procedure, numerical difficulties were sometimes en-
countered in the incremental-iterative process used to
obtain the FE solution. These difficulties were traced to
the relative degree of anisotropy in the material. As the
ratio of effective longitudinal/transverse ‘‘modulus’’
became very large, numerical ill conditioning was
observed in the spatial elasticity tensor corresponding
to the hyperelastic material model. This problem was
then passed to the global stiffness matrix during the FE
assembly process, resulting in a poorly conditioned
global stiffness matrix, an inaccurate answer for the
inverted stiffness, and finally a poor estimate for the
next increment in displacements. This resulted in extra
iterations to obtain a converged solution. It is unlikely
that this difficulty is specific to the particular constitu-
tive model used in this study, as this problem is often
encountered in nonlinear FE analyses involving highly
anisotropic materials.

There was a small effect of bulk modulus on the
optimal material coefficients as determined by a para-
meter study for one of the specimens (Table 1). Our
previous analysis of the simple shear configuration with
a neo-Hookean matrix strain energy demonstrated
minimal effect of the bulk modulus on the predicted
strain distribution (Gardiner and Weiss, 2001). Since the
present study utilized a very different matrix strain
energy, the particular form of the matrix strain energy
may not have a large effect on the sensitivity to bulk
behavior under shear loading. This result is consistent
with the fact that the simple shear test configuration
produces a nearly isochoric deformation.

An exponential matrix strain energy provided an
excellent description of the observed stiffening behavior
under shear loading. However, other matrix strain
energy functions could describe the data equally well.
The choice of the form in Eq. (3) was made based on its
previous use in the literature (Veronda and Westmann,
1970) as well as its convexity, ensuring numerical
stability for the FE analyses. In the context of
transversely isotropic material symmetry, there are other

ways to achieve a stiffening response in shear. Criscione
et al. (2001) reported on the development of a new,
physically motivated set of invariants for describing
transversely isotropic hyperelastic materials, and one of
the invariants is directly proportional to shear strain.
Using this approach, one could formulate a constitutive
model that exhibited stiffening behavior in shear while
not affecting the transverse tensile behavior.

The parameter optimization approach developed in
conjunction with this study has several limitations. The
form of the strain energy function was specified a priori
and additional forms were not examined. Further, cross-
validation of the predicted material coefficients was not
made with independent material test data. The experi-
mental test configuration that was simulated requires a
planar structure with relatively uniform thickness and
fiber orientation. Such a test specimen would be
impossible to obtain for many ligaments. Finally, the
parameter estimation approach is computationally
expensive. The above limitations are offset by the ease
of obtaining the necessary experimental data for the
simple shear test, since strain measurement is not
necessary to use the optimization strategy.

The results of this study indicate that the material
response of human MCL to shear is highly viscoelastic,
rate-insensitive and is likely governed by microstructural
change or crosslink recruitment. These data can be used
in combination with other multiaxial material data to
formulate structurally based constitutive models that
have separate mechanisms for shear and bulk viscoelas-
ticity, providing improved representations of ligament
material properties for experimental studies of healing
and numerical simulation of joint mechanics. The ability
to utilize experiments that produce inhomogeneous
strain fields should provide more robust estimates for
material coefficients via parameter estimation.
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